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The European AIDS Clinical Society (EACS) organised this second meeting on the Standard of HIV Care in Europe.

EACS is a not-for-profit organisation whose mission is to promote excellence in standards of care, research and education in HIV infection and related co-infections, and to actively engage in the formulation of public health policy, with the aim of reducing HIV disease burden across Europe.

Aims of the meeting
EACS held this second meeting:

- to see how to improve, standardise and monitor the quality of HIV care in the European region
- to specifically discuss guidelines for monitoring retention in care and for TB treatment and care
- to monitor adherence to guidelines for treatment initiation and treatment monitoring and outcome
- to review the contribution of EACS’ own guidelines to this process
- to see how the function and remit of the EACS guidelines could be extended from clinical care standards to broader quality-of-care standards
- to discuss working in partnership with other agencies to improve the standard of care in the European region.

Introduction and themes
The meeting was introduced by Manuel Battegay, president of EACS (until end of 2016), who explained EACS’s different activities to improve the standard of care across Europe.

He said that the model that doctors apply to treating HIV, and the purpose and structure of clinical HIV guidelines, may have to change now that universal treatment upon diagnosis is the clinical consensus.\(^1\) Physicians may have to acknowledge that guidelines needed to address a stronger perspective of implementation. "We have to get more political about this" was how he summed it up.

Guidelines still had an important role to play in setting down the clinical standards that should be expected in HIV care, Battegay added, but in themselves would not necessarily change national practice if reasons of cost or prioritisation prevented their adoption. For instance, Battegay showed, nine European countries, including some surprising ones like Ireland and Norway, still had guidelines saying that ART should only be started when the


CD4 count had fallen below 350 cells/mm³, and Latvia had only recently raised its threshold for starting treatment from 200 cells/mm³. Battegay explained that in an era of ‘test-and-treat, “getting to zero” and the UNAIDS 90-90-90 target, which seeks to have 72.9% of everyone with HIV virally undetectable by 2020 and 85.7% by 2030, HIV treatment has to move from an individualised patient-care model, like cancer treatment, additionally towards a public health model, like vaccination or TB treatment.

This implied that a professional body like EACS had to ally itself to other organisations and issue guidelines in collaboration with health agencies like the World Health Organization (WHO) and surveillance ones like the European Centre for Disease Control (ECDC).

If the focus shifts from care to the standard of care, that means that public health, equality of access, and quality of life outcomes must be added to the clinical evidence base.

It also means that guidelines can more easily be used as a standard against which to measure clinical practice. A main theme that emerged at the meeting was the part physicians can play as a profession in broadening guidelines to standards, and what data and alliances are needed to do this.

**Former WHO HIV chief outlines barriers to ending the epidemic**

In a wide-ranging scene-setting presentation, Kevin De Cock, former director of HIV for the World Health Organization, said that the difficulty of bringing the HIV epidemic “down to zero” should not be underestimated.

Dr De Cock now heads the US Centers for Disease Control's HIV programme in Kenya. He included issues ranging from climate change to the political future of Africa as factors that would influence and challenge future progress not only in HIV care, but global healthcare generally.

Dr De Cock had some criticism of the ‘90/90/90’ target’s influence in how people viewed the possibility of ending the HIV epidemic.

He warned against a too-literal interpretation of getting HIV infection “down to zero” by 2030. He said he preferred the definition offered by Hillary Clinton after the Democratic National Convention in 2016. This was that virtually no child should be born with HIV; that teenagers and young adults everywhere would be at “significantly lower risk” of becoming infected than they are today; and that all people with HIV should have access to treatment to prevent illness and onward transmission.

“This could result in almost no deaths from AIDS: that at least,” de Cock said, “is achievable by 2030.”

De Cock put the struggle against HIV into the context of the much longer and broader struggle for global health generally. This had made remarkable progress. For instance, 12.7 million children under five died in 1990; in 2015 it was six million, despite population increases. Infant mortality had declined in Kenya from 7.4% a year to 3.9% during the same period. An even better method of direct improvements in healthcare was maternal mortality
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in childbirth: in Kenya, this had declined from 0.38 per 100 live births a year in 1990 to 0.21 now.

HIV acted as an amplifier of progress towards global health in many ways. Indeed, before 2000 “global health” was not commonly used as a term to describe an area of work – “tropical medicine” was still used before then, with its focus on specific treatment for specific maladies.\(^8\) It was the fight for antiretrovirals (ARVs) for Africa and the programmes set up to provide them, such as the US PEPFAR programme and the Global Fund, that had helped to turn global medicine into a public health endeavour.\(^9\)

There were some indicators, however, that further progress against HIV and its associated diseases might face a more difficult path ahead. Tuberculosis, for instance, had not declined by as much as other diseases. In 2000, there had been 2.3 million deaths from TB, 25% of them in people with HIV; in 2015, this was 1.7 million (a 26% decline), 29% in people with HIV.\(^10\)

De Cock commented that the target of having 90% of all people with HIV diagnosed was proving frustratingly difficult to reach in some countries.

Testing rates vary across Europe. In central Europe, they are low; in western Europe, the rate of regular testing among high-risk populations needs to be improved. In eastern Europe, where there is more of a culture of institutional testing as part of healthcare, even high testing rates might not lead to high diagnosis rates if it is the most stigmatised and high risk people who are likely to avoid testing.\(^11\)

De Cock gave an example from Kenya that showed that high numbers of people tested does not necessarily translate into high rates of diagnosis if testing is untargeted. In Kenya, between 2014 and 2015, there had been 6.5 million HIV tests in a country of 44 million people. Three per cent of people tested had HIV. This is half the national prevalence rate. And yet it is estimated that 28% of people with HIV in Kenya, and 48% in the highest-prevalence county, are not in care, which largely means undiagnosed.\(^12\) Testing programmes in high-prevalence counties are not detecting a higher proportion of undiagnosed people than in low-prevalence ones; rather the reverse.

Testing programmes need to be redesigned to focus on testing the populations most likely to have HIV, de Cock said. In Kenya, as elsewhere, the highest yield of positive tests was in people diagnosed with TB, where 18% turned out to have undiagnosed HIV.\(^13\)

Yet still only 50% of people diagnosed with TB worldwide get an HIV test and it is estimated that only 10% of people with HIV worldwide without existing TB diagnosis or symptoms have been screened for TB.\(^14\)

Other than in people with TB, the highest detection rate of positive HIV results came from programmes that tested all people admitted as hospital inmates: in PEPFAR countries, the HIV rate was about 4.6%. In contrast, out-patient, mobile and home testing programmes had lower rates (between 1.5% and 3%). Out-patient testing was still by far the most common
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setting for testing so yielded the biggest absolute number of positive results. However, de Cock argued that false-positive and false-negative tests may become an increasing problem in a situation where most of the chronically-infected had been diagnosed.

The only way definitively to establish HIV prevalence and its contribution to mortality is to test everyone, or at least a completely random sample. One way to do this ethically is by testing the deceased. De Cock gave some very interesting data from a study in which every cadaver arriving at two mortuaries in Nairobi was tested for HIV. Although HIV prevalence in both Nairobi and Kenya generally is 6%, 20% of all the deceased tested HIV-positive, and 30% of females. A quarter of those ages 25-44 tested HIV-positive but even in those over 45, 15% were positive, and the proportion of deaths due to HIV was also 15%. This is despite an estimated 70% of all people with HIV in Nairobi being on antiretroviral therapy. HIV is therefore still responsible for a disproportionate number of deaths, even in some settings where ART coverage is good.

Regarding the ‘second 90’, retention in care, this differs hugely between countries, from excellent in places with ‘one stop shop’ HIV services to poor in countries where people may have to seek care in different places or have some care needs unsupported.

Some studies such as the ANRS 12249 study show that testing people and then just expecting HIV-positive ones to turn up at clinics for treatment does not always work. There was no doubt that same-day prescribing – letting people walk out of the clinic with their antiretrovirals the day they are diagnosed – encouraged better retention and adherence, as did single-pill regimens. Ensuring good retention did not have to mean offering more intensive support to all patients. It did, however, mean offering a stable programme, and a place to call if things went wrong.

Models of care in which newly-diagnosed patients and ones starting ART receive monthly or even weekly appointments while people who have been on stable ART for more than two years received full checkups only every six months are already being adopted in Kenya and indeed high-income countries by default, but should be fitted into a differentiated care model, as advocated by WHO guidelines. This should not only consider the frequency of appointments but also Where people were seen (Hospital? Community clinic? Home?) by Whom (doctor? Nurse? Pharmacist? Peer adherence support worker?) and with What (Psychosocial assessment? Peer adherence support? Drug level monitoring?).
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The mention of clinical monitoring brings us to the third 90 - viral suppression. Here there is one very clear barrier to overcome – the continued unavailability of regular viral load testing.23

Even in Europe, Serbia is one example of a country that does not offer routine viral load testing. Viral load test availability meant nothing if it was irregular, unrecorded, or led to no change in regimen in cases of virological failure, de Cock said. Kenya had relatively high rates of viral load testing in Africa but factors like the high cost of 2nd- and 3rd-line regimens conspired with the lack of clear clinical guidelines to a situation in which people still stayed on failing regimens for too long, resulting in widespread drug resistance.24

People with HIV, he added, were still too often subjected to inconsistent, individualised care regimens, partly because of the range of antiretroviral (ARV) drugs available.

“If you have TB, you will get the same drug regimens whether you are in Los Angeles or Malawi,” he said. “But physicians like to fiddle, and people get dozens of different regimens. Such ‘centrifugal prescribing’ does not help to establish equity of treatment.” He added that such variety often went in the face of clear scientific evidence.

It was agreed that a more ‘normative’ set of guidelines, adapted to the continent, are badly needed in Europe.

Commenting, Dorthe Raben, Director of Research Coordination at CHIP and Co-ordinator of the OptTEST programme,25 warned that the adoption of guidelines based on public health as well as clinical necessities could be misused by politicians and funders to adopt a restrictive, minimal set of guidelines purely based on epidemiological needs rather than the needs of individuals.

She urged better communication and more joint working between physicians’ organisations like EACS with the ECDC and with national surveillance organisations, with national health ministries, and with WHO Europe, to ensure that the type of expanded, quality-of-life-based guidelines proposed would result in a genuine improvement in standards of care and a more integrated approach to achieving them.

**A culture of quality**

Marco Vitoria from the World Health Organization contributed an in-depth look at what “quality of care” really meant.

“What has quality of care not become part of the culture of medicine?” he asked. “We need a culture of quality”. He then partly answered his own question by talking about the complexity of the idea. “Quality” is a multidimensional concept that has to include and synthesise the viewpoints of doctors, patients and healthcare funders.26 It has to be able to supply measurable benchmarks against which improvements and deteriorations in care can be measured, especially in conditions of expansion, scale-up and task shifting.

And, while it is certainly about “access to high quality commodities and diagnostics”, it is potentially about being able to measure so many other variables. These include laboratory performance; patient tracking and retention; treatment coverage; nutrition and food insufficiency; proportion virally suppressed; transmitted and acquired drug resistance; psychosocial variables ranging from financial situation to mental health; and, last but not least, the proportion of people reporting discrimination of stigma.
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Revisiting the 2014 Standard of Care Workshop
Antonella d’Arminio Monforte of the University of Milan recapped the previous workshop EACS held on standards of care, 0n 25-26 November 2014 in Rome.27 28

The meeting was attended by members of EATG, WHO, UNAIDS and the European Commission as well as EACS. It aimed:

- To establish a complete picture of HIV and hepatitis care, so as to identify critical areas of intervention;
- To identify challenges in screening monitoring and diagnosis of people with HIV and hepatitis C or hepatitis B;
- To develop recommendations for integrating the latest scientific results to improve the quality of life of people with HIV and hepatitis in Europe.

It discussed the epidemiology of HIV in the European region, including late presentation; overcoming barriers to effective HIV testing and screening; improving access to ARV treatment (ART); improving retention in, and quality of, care; and more effective and better integration of tuberculosis and hepatitis B and C coinfections within HIV care.

The meeting identified that there had been little positive change in the European HIV epidemic in the previous decade, and since the 2014 meeting, this situation has largely remained the same, with subtle shifts within a largely unchanged overall picture of incidence. There are continued rises in HIV diagnoses in gay men in central Europe and some countries in western Europe (though with early signs of a fall in a few others), and HIV is threatening to become a generalised heterosexual epidemic in parts of the east, attendant on poor and patchy treatment access.29

In 2010, 76% of all new HIV diagnoses in the region occurred in Eastern Europe: in 2015, this was virtually the same (73%).

In 2010, three countries (Estonia, Russia, and Ukraine) reported more than 20 new HIV diagnoses per 100,000 inhabitants in the previous year. In 2015, Belarus and Moldova had also reported more than 20 infections per 100,000, and rates in some other countries such as Georgia, Latvia, Malta and Cyprus are increasing, though rates are declining in Ukraine and Estonia.

In 2010, 43% of new infections in Eastern Europe were reported as due to injecting drug use, compared to 4% in Western Europe. Since then, this proportion has fallen considerably, but has been matched by an increase in the proportion of new infections ascribed to sex between men and women.

In central Europe, very low rates of testing (in Poland, 0.62% of the adult population has been tested for HIV, and in Serbia 0.71%) mean that a high proportion of people with HIV remain undiagnosed and that diagnosis rates may have little relationship to ongoing incidence. Generally, though, longitudinal cohort data show little change in late presentation over the past decade.

The 2014 meeting identified that low rates of testing were also a problem in several other European countries such as Greece, and could be improved in most countries. Provider-initiated testing and counselling strategies need to be expanded in different settings: genitourinary medicine clinics, TB clinics, drug dependence clinics and antenatal care. There needed to be an expansion of community-based testing for men who have sex with men

(MSM) and people who inject drugs (PIDs). There also needed to be an expansion of indicator-condition guided HIV testing.

Key recommendations from discussion workshops on testing at the 2014 meeting included:

- Guidance on testing should form part of EACS’ portfolio of clinical guidance;
- Health care providers should be encouraged to ask patients for more information about their HIV testing history;
- More information is needed about successful models of community HIV testing, to be resourced at national level;
- Demand-side, supply-side and structural barriers should be addressed via mass media campaigns that aimed at reducing stigma around HIV testing and diagnosis;
  - through normalisation of testing
  - though making verbal rather than written informed consent standard,
  - by providing brief post-test information as standard rather than assuming risk-reduction counselling is needed in all cases;
- The continued barriers to community testing programmes within Europe needed to be addressed.

Key to the least point was developing more partnerships between community-based organisations and health care providers, and developing local models of provision and information that suit the local community. Examples include no-appointment STI checkup systems as developed by clinics such as Dean St in the UK\(^{30}\) or the European Checkpoints,\(^{31}\) or via local pharmacies in rural Spain.\(^{32}\)

The 2014 meeting found that the situation of ART access in Eastern Europe was unacceptable. In coverage in Russia as reported by WHO in its 2010 report was 20-34%, 30% in Kazakhstan, 45% in Belarus and 47% in Ukraine (on a first-line regimen based on nevirapine).\(^{33}\) Only Russia has reported ART stock outs in the past two years.\(^{34,35}\) Even for those on ART, lack of awareness of HIV and of treatment and limited availability of treatment for financial reasons and ones of criminalisation and exclusion were contributing to very low rates of viral suppression.

In central Europe, ART coverage was better, above 60% in most countries and 69% in Romania. However newer agents and single-tablet regimens were unavailable in most countries and stockouts were reported from Albania, Macedonia, Serbia and some regions of Romania.

In the high-income countries of western Europe prescribers of full-cost, brand-name ART were facing growing budgetary pressures in many European settings to limit overall expenditure on ART and to consider the costs of individual agents.\(^ {36}\) The introduction of generic antiretrovirals upon the expiry of patents between 2014 and 2018 is likely to force further consideration of costs when prescribing.
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\(^{35}\) ITPC Russia. *ARV treatment procurement and provision in Russia - ITPCru*.

Strategies for improvement of care in Eastern Europe were discussed, and it was concluded that EACS and other professional groups have an important role, especially in fostering greater engagement with other healthcare professionals in the region.

Political and policy dialogue will also be essential, especially when it comes to providing services for people who inject drugs and MSM, where the climate is hostile to harm-reduction approaches to HIV treatment provision and to prevention. Countries that may be close to some Eastern European countries in political culture (e.g. China, Vietnam) have adopted harm reduction policies in recent years.\textsuperscript{37, 38} What can be learnt from these policy shifts?

In terms of implementation of better practice in infection control in TB and HIV, rapid TB diagnostic and drug susceptibility tests needed to be more available; there should be adequate empiric TB treatment and subsequent TB re-treatment and unlimited availability of all TB drugs and of shorter regimens. Due to methadone’s interaction with rifampicin, use of buprenorphine or forms of OST other than methadone should be available.

In terms of HCV co-infection, the burning issue in 2014 was the need for support from clinical societies on advocacy against unacceptably high drug prices. More research was urgently needed to characterise which patients are at highest risk of decompensation. And more data were needed on the non-hepatic complications of hepatitis C in coinfected patients.

**Better data is crucial**

There was a consensus at the 2016 meeting that many national surveillance systems would have to improve to provide enough data for even minimal rating against standards of care. Justyna Kowalska from the Hospital for Infectious Diseases at the Medical University of Warsaw, presented the outcomes of an EACS meeting for physicians held in February 2016 in Warsaw.\textsuperscript{39}

The “Euroguidelines in Central and Eastern Europe” Conference (ECEE) brought together over 60 participants from 15 countries: Albania, Armenia, Belarus, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Georgia, Hungary, Lithuania, Moldova, Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia and Turkey.

Key areas of Euroguidelines were presented by invited speakers; country representatives presented national data and topics specific for central and eastern Europe were presented by lecturers from the region including HIV in PIDs, children & adolescents, and women.

Kowalska said that a major issue emerging from this meeting was the necessity for better surveillance prior to achieving improvements in standards of care. There were major and often unacknowledged differences in epidemics between countries.

Half the countries at the meeting had surveillance systems based on totally anonymous, rather than anonymised, name-based reporting. This meant that even the current prevalence of HIV was often not capturable by surveillance; that information on transmission mode often missing; that there was little or no data on linkage and suppression rates; and that only AIDS-related rather than non-AIDS deaths were reported. Many doctors not tied to major centres did not report on HIV positive patients in their care. As a result, data from


regional/national cohorts often gave better insight but these were often restricted by publication policies.

For these reasons, some countries like Croatia with small epidemics had located HIV care in just one centre.

Progress had been made on CD4 thresholds. In his presentation, Manuel Battegay showed that in 2014, one country in the CEE region (Latvia) still had a CD4 count threshold of 200 cells/mm$^3$ for starting therapy, 19 had a threshold of 350 cells/mm$^3$, five a threshold of 500 cells/mm$^3$ and only one (Romania) with no threshold. By 2016 this had changed to none with a CD4 threshold of 200, six with a threshold of 350, nine with a threshold of 500 and eleven with no threshold.  

Kowalska added, however, that 15/26 CEE countries (58%) still had some CD4 threshold for treatment in their national guidelines, whereas only 8/24 (33%) of western European countries still did.

More importantly, there were significant limitations in first line choice of ART, not all ARVs were available, there was delayed registration of TB, HCV and other co-morbidities and in most participating countries there were difficulties in access to laboratory capacity and well-trained staff to do CD4, viral load, tropism, and resistance tests. Resistance testing is rarely routine despite the SPREAD study finding a regional prevalence for transmitted drug resistance of 8.3%.  

Crucially, as has already been discussed, viral load testing is not routine in many countries and in Serbia is not available at all, even at diagnosis. TB and MDR-TB are specific problems in the region yet TB services are poorly aligned with HIV services and the structural drivers of TB, especially poverty and poor housing, are rarely addressed in clinical settings.

Kowalska added that an additional brake on changing from pure clinical practice guidelines was that in Poland the national guidelines were actually used as a teaching aid and students examined against them. Finally, especially with generic antiretrovirals (ARVs) already available in some of eastern Europe and soon arrive significantly in the west, guidelines could not ignore the issues of cost-effectiveness and cost per patient: “Maybe we also need a $90/$90/$90 cascade”, she said, referring to costings for the three main measures of diagnosis, retention in care, and viral suppression.

She added that physicians were in an advantaged position to complement and critique surveillance data such as that compiled by the ECDC. “Physicians are in a unique position to know what’s going on at ground level,” she said. “Whether it’s primary care physicians seeing HIV in their patients, or HIV physicians seeing poor retention, treatment shortages, poor adherence and viral suppression in their patients. Because of this EACS could be in a good position to add precision to ECDC’s surveillance figures. It is not possible to discuss continuity of care without physicians.”

**What clinical standards do we need?**

Two workshops at the meeting formulated the minimum data needed to establish a set of clinical standards. The first looked at guideline harmonisation across Europe and the minimum standard of data needed. Andrea Antonori of Italy and Nina Friis Møller of 
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Denmark said that if EACS’ aim was to be *the* European HIV guidelines they would have to reform their evidence base, as they do not use *the* GRADE system for evaluating the strength of evidence, unlike the British BHIVA guidelines and the Netherlands ones. This would include minimal expectations of appropriate regimens, monitoring and outcomes including viral suppression.

One fairly radical suggestion was that regular CD4 monitoring could be dropped completely as long as there were regular viral load tests. CD4 counts would only be done on diagnosis, in patients not on ART, in cases of virological failure, and when patients were on immunosuppressive e.g. cancer) chemotherapy.

This step might not be possible in eastern/central Europe. Viral load monitoring is irregular in some countries and in Serbia is not done at all, a situation all delegates agreed needed redressing.

“To conform to guidelines, you have to provide access to proper care and diagnostics,” commented Antinori and Møller. “Where does EACS’ responsibility start and end in this? It implies a more political role.”

**Mapping shortages and loss to follow-up**

From this arose an idea that EACS should start a project that would enable members to report on drug and diagnostic shortages, issues of retention, prevalence and eligibility for care of migrants, use of generics versus single-tablet regimens, and so on.

Retention in care was the subject of a workshop by itself. One problem is defining what retention in care actually is, and how to measure it, given that stable patients in long term care may only be having two appointments a year and even less frequent monitoring.

One draft definition is that the patient has no attendances within a given period that is significantly larger than either the usual monitoring frequency or the treatment refill period. A simpler one suggested at the meeting by Kevin de Cock was that of the proportion of patients failing to appear within a certain number of weeks after a missed appointment. He urged that “test and immediate treat” (i.e. patients walk out of the clinic with their first ART prescription the day they are diagnosed) should be adopted throughout Europe as it had been in parts of Africa.43 44

If we can identify “loss to follow-up” (LTFU) patients, can we develop strategies suitable for summary in a set of guidelines that can usually restore linkage to care and prevent LTFU in future? One issue is how to find them. Some studies have found that text messages work best because the one thing highly mobile patients keep in their mobile phone number; in other situations this might be regarded as intrusive.45 One course of action is to (discretely) ask other services about them: another is to search for attendances at STI and indeed other clinics; if names-based HIV reporting is there to look for evidence of HIV re-tests; to monitor attendances at TB, antenatal and mental health clinics; to make enquiries to see if they are known at local community organisations and centres; and to check for incarcerations with prisons and migrant detention centres.

It was strongly suggested that the next issue of the EACS guidelines include a short section defining retention and suggesting strategies for loss to follow-up.
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A third workshop looked specifically at TB. This is firstly because parts of eastern Europe have the highest levels of multi-drug-resistant (MDR) TB anywhere in the world, because HIV and TB co-infection is itself a driver of TB spread and drug resistance, and because HIV cases are being missed to lack of testing in TB patients and vice versa. Only 60% of people diagnosed with HIV in Europe are tested for TB (partly because of assumptions that TB prevalence in gay men in high-income countries will be very low) and globally only 50% of TB patients are tested for HIV (in Europe, 5% turn out to have HIV).

Conclusions
In general, the meeting concluded:

- The EACS guidelines should maintain much of their present shape and follow up with indications for standard of care.
- They should also, however, form part of a broader set of standards of care, in collaboration with agencies such as ECDC and WHO, and that interdisciplinary meetings should happen soon to discuss their shape.
- They should include a definition and simple guide to retention in care.
- A specific agreement should be devised to set out EACS and ECDC’s working relationship.
- Measurable standards to include in any new document were:
  - Frequency of CD4 monitoring
  - Viral load monitoring as mandatory and of a given minimum frequency
  - Recommendations for testing in settings likely to yield the highest proportion of diagnoses (including hospital admissions)
  - Testing of all TB patients for HIV and increased testing of HIV patients for TB
  - Proportion late diagnosed
  - Interval between diagnosis and receiving antiretroviral therapy
  - PrEP coverage and uptake/usage.

EACS should start a project that would enable members to report in real time on the above “care deliverables”, and especially but not only:

- Drug and diagnostic shortages;
- Difficulties with retention and adherence;
- HIV prevalence and eligibility for care among migrants;
- The use of generics versus single-tablet regimens.

At the same time as a larger set of standards is being formulated, with there being much more unanimity in guidelines, there was now an advantage in issuing specific, easy to read, perhaps graphically-presented fact sheets in a broader variety of languages that could be used by doctors, patients and patient advocates in a variety of settings.

Doctors did have a specific part to play in what should be a much broader and more comprehensive set of standards of care. These should be clear on best practice but sensitive enough to adapt to local conditions.

Mike Youle of London’s Royal Free Hospital made the point that especially in the era of comprehensive viral suppression, guideline and standards documents had to be aimed at

the whole medical profession. “Otherwise,” he said, “You will still get the phenomenon of surgeons who in some countries refuse to operate on people with HIV and midwives who refuse to deliver babies.”

Germany’s Jürgen Rockstroh summed up the meeting by saying: “We are clinicians and up till now have just been clinicians. But now we need to start working with other specialisms, and with international organisations.”
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